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Nordictrack exp 1000x manual

Деяк⼤ жункьь⼤⼤⼤ не ве ддображаться в Google Документах. Якщо ви внесеее вммани, наналнваннл ил внклл ллле скинвво.Вокнаннне USER MANUALCAUTIONRead all precautions and instruc-tions in this guide before using this equipment. Save this guide for future reference. SERIAL NUMBER STICKERDell number netl09900
serial number. Find the serial number in the locations shown below. Write down the serial number .' Visit our website atwwww.nordictrack.comnew products, awards, fitness tips, and much more! Part #163841 R0800A Printed in © 2000 ICON Health &amp; Fitness, Inc.QUESTIONS? As a manufacturer, we are committed to providing
complete customer satisfaction. If you have any questions, or if parts are missing, we will nod full satisfaction through our customer serviceDepartment.Please call:or write:ICON Health &amp; Fitness p.Greenwich House223 North Street SheepscarLeeds LS7 2AAWest YorkshireNordicTrack is a registered trademark of ICON Health &amp;
Fitness, Inc.0345-089009A spare parts arrangement to order spare parts, contact ICON Health &amp; Fitness Ltd. Office, or write:ICON Health &amp; Fitness, p. Greenwich House223 North Street SheepscarLeeds LS7 2AAWest YorkshireTel: Country Code:Fax: 0113-2411120 When ordering parts, Please be prepared to give the following
information:• Product model number (NETL09900)• Product name (NordicTrack®EXP1000) • Product serial number (see front cover of this guide)• Key number and description of the parts (see the list of parts on pages 26 and 27 and an exploded drawing attached in the center of this guide). If possible, Place the treadmill next to your phone
for easy reference when dialing.0345-089009Page 2 1234567891011112131415*1816171992422921932 3414359659373369243839404142439100083454647100504925115353521144471004 949555555555583459605934614955545311053546210010047471111253531134496100831013
16767481091271261212512129126202712712356562827561285625252625 Painting exploded — Model No. NETL09900 R0800A To identify the parts displayed in this exploding drawing, see the list of parts on pages 26 and 27 of the user's SMANUAL. Page 31613 Each program is divided into sig-ments of different lengths. The time/laps
shows both the remaining time in the program and the time remaining in the current section. Setting 10 amps and setting one graline are up to an ounce for each seg-ment. The speed setting for the first section will be displayed in the col-umn flashing stream segment of the dis-play program. (Slope tings are not displayed in the program view.)
The speed settings for the next five sections will be displayed in the five colums on the right. With only three seconds left in the first closure of the program, they stream And the column on the right will be golden, individual shades will be heard, and all the speed settings will move one column to the left. The speed setting for the second section
will be displayed in the Current Twitch Section column, and the tire mill will automatically adjust to the speed and light settings for the second section. The program will continue this way until the quick work setting for the last section is displayed in the Stream section column and there will be no time left in the Time/Laps view. The walking belt
will stop. NOTE: Whenever a section ends and the highlights move to the left, if all the sliders in the Current Section column are highlighted, the speed settings may move down so that only the highest indicators in the columns appear in the program view. When the speed settings move to the left again and some indicators in the Stream-Brook
column are dark, the speed settings move back up. If the speed or slope setting for the current section is too high or too low, you can manually override the setting by clicking the Speed or Inclain buttons on the console. Every few times you press speed buttons, another indictment will light up or be dark on Segmentcolumn Current. If one of
the columns to the right of the Current Section column has the same number of light indicators as the Current Section column, another indicator may also light or darken on those pages. NOTE: If you manually adjust the speed setting so that all indicators in the Current Section column are highlighted, the speed settings in the program view do
not move down spoons above. NOTE: If you manually override the speed or slope setting for the current section, when the section automatically finishes the treadmill adjust to the speed and inclinations for the next section. To temporarily stop the program, click Stopbutton. The time/laps display will start flashing. To restart the program, click
the Start Program button or the Speed button ▲▲. To end the pro-gram, click the Stop button, remove the key, and reinser the key. Make your progress with the monitors. See step 5 on page 11, measure your heart rate, if you like. See step 6 on page 12. Step on the foot railings and make sure the treadmill is at 1%. The incline must be at
1% when the treadmill is uploaded to the storage octopus. Then, remove the key from the convergence and put it in a secure location. NOTE: If the slings and sliders in the console remain illuminated after the key is removed, the console is in demo mode. Browse page 21 and turn off demo mode. When you're done using the treadmill, move
the on/off switch next to the power cord to the power location and unplug the power cord.654 Segment SegmentHow to connect the treadmill also to the CDD, VCR, or computer to use iFIT.com CDs, Move your portable CD player, portable stereo, home stereo, or computer with a CD player. See pages16 and 17 for connection instructions. To
useiFIT.com video, the treadmill must be con-nected to your VCR. See page 18 for a connection between the connection. To iFIT.com from our website, the treadmill must be connected to your home computer. See page 17 for a connection between the connection. How to connect your portable CD player Comment: If your CD player has
separate long-line and PHONE jacks, see Instruction A below. If your CDplayer has only one socket, see Instruction B.A. Plug one end of the audio cable into the outlet on the front of the treadmill next to the power cord. Plug the other end of the cable into a LINE OUT jack on your CD player. Plug the headphones into the PHONE jack. B.
Plug one end of the audio cable into an outlet on the front of the treadmill next to the power cord. Connect the other end of the cable to a 3.5 mm Y adapter (available in electronics stores). Plug the Y adapter into the Player phone jack. Connect your head devices to the other side of the Y adapter. How to connect your portable STEREONote:
If your stereo has an RCA audio OUTjack, see Instruction A below. If your stereo has a 3.5 mm line jack, see Instruction B. If your stereo only has a phone jack, see Instruction C.A. Plug one end of the audio cable into a socket at the front of the treadmill next to the power cord. Plug the other end of the cable into the included adapter. Plug the
device into an audio jack on your stereo. B. Plug one end of the audio cable into an outlet on the front of the treadmill next to the power cord. Plug the other end of the cable into a LINE OUT jack on your stereo. C. Plug one end of the audio cable into an outlet on the front of the treadmill next to the power cord. Connect the other end of the
cable to a 3.5 mm Y adapter (available in electronics stores). Plug the Y adapter into the phone jack on your stereo. Connect your head devices to the other side of the Y adapter. AudioCable3.5mm Adapter YHeadphonesB3.5mm Y-adaptorHeadphonesPage 41811How to use manual modeShow to fully insert the key into the console. See
Getting started on page 10. Select the manual mode. When the key is added, the manual mode is selected and the M-indi-cator is projected. If a pro-gram is selected, repeatedly click the Select Pro-Gram button to select the manual mode. Press the Start button or speed button ▲▲to activate the walking belt. Just after pressing Hubble Tone,
the walking belt will begin to move at 1 km per hour. Hold the hand railings and start walking. When you exer-cise, change the speed of the walking belt as de-ed by pressing speed ▲▲ and ▼▼▼Buttons. Each time a button is pressed, the speed setting changes by 0.1 km/m; If a button is held down, the speed setting changes to constant
chips of 0.5 km/m. To change the speed setting Click the one-step speed buttons. The speed range is 0.5 km per meter to 10 km per meter. To stop the walking belt, click the Stop button. The time/laps display will start flashing. Restart the walking belt, press the Start button, or the ▲▲ speed button. Change the slope of the treadmill as
desired. To change the slope of the treadmill, click the insistence line buttons. Each time a button is pressed, the incline changes by 0.5%. The tendency is 1% to 10%. NOTE: After pushing the buttons, it may take a while for the treadmill to reach the selected slope setting. Make your progress with an LED track and monitors. LED band —
When the aniFIT.com or the se-lected aniFIT.com program, the program absorbs LEDtrack representing 1/4mile. While you're practicing, the indicators around the orbit will be light in sequence until you have com-pleted 1/4 miles. A new coffee will begin. The training area doesn't play - while you're training, the training area won't play, will
show the intensity level of your exercise. For ex-amp, if three or four indicators in the view are illuminated, your intensity level is ideal for burning fat. Time/Laps view — When the moderator option iFIT.com a iFIT.com program, this view displays the elapsed time and the number of 2.8-mile laps you have completed. When a predefined or
custom program is selected, the dis-play will show the remaining time in the program, the time remaining in the current section of the program, and the number of laps of 1/4 km you have completed. The view will change from one numbering every seven seconds. Distance/Slope Dis-Fly - This view shows the distance you went and the slope
level of the treadmill. The display will change from one number to another every 7 seconds. Heart rate/calorie display — When you use the handgrippulse sensor, this view displays the estimated number of theories you have burned. When they use the heart ratehandgrip sensor, the display will show your heart rate (see step 6).54321M-
indicatorw Connect your VCRNote: If your VCR has an unused audio jack, see Instruction A below. If the audio jack is used, see Instruction B. If you have a TV with built-in video, see Instruction B. If your VCRis is connected to your home stereo, see How to connect your home stereo on page 17.A. Plug one end of the audio cable into an
outlet at the front of the treadmill next to the power cord. Plug the other end of the cable into the included adapter. Plug the device into the VCR audio jack. B. Plug one end of the audio cable into an outlet on the front of the treadmill next to the power cord. Plug the other end of the cable into the included adapter. Connect the adaptive to the
RCA Y-adapter (available in electronics stores). Then, remove the wire that is currently connected to the AUDIO OUT jack in your VCR and connect the wire to the unsasted side of the THERCA Connect the RCA Y adapter to the AUDIO OUT jack in VCR. How to iFIT.com CD and VIDEO PROGRAMS to use CD-ROM or iFIT.com video, the
treadmill must also be connected to the portable CD player, portablestereo, home stereo, computer with CD player, orVCR. See how to connect the treadmill to your CD player, video, or computer on page 16. NOTE: To purchase iFIT.com CDs or video bags, please call our Customer ServiceDepartment 0345-089009.Follow these steps to
use a CD or iFIT.com or video programming. Fully insert the key into the console. See Getting started on page 10. Select iFIT.com electrocution system. When the key is in serted, the manual option is selected and the manual slides become apparent. To use aniFIT.com CD or video program, click the iFIT.com button or repeatedly click the
Select a program button until the iFIT.com lights. Insert the iFIT.com videotape. If you are using a iFIT.com, insert the record into the CD player. If you are using iFIT.comvideocassette, insert the videotape into VCR.Press on the PLAY button on your orVCR.A CD player just after pressing the button, your per-sonal trainer will start guiding you
through your work. Just follow the instructions of your personal trainer. NOTE: If the time/laps display flies, click the Start button or the ▲▲Speed button on the console. The treadmill will not continue to a CD or video program when the time/laps display blinks. During the CD or video program, an electronic tweeting sound will alert you when
the speed and/or incline of the treadmill is about to change. CAUTION: Always listen to a tweet and dress up as changes in speed and/or tendency. In some cases, the speed and/or incline may change before the personal trainer describes the 4321AudioCableadaptorBWire removed from ODIO OUT jackRCA Y-adaptorPage 51019GET
STARTED Applying the clip to your clothing waist belt. Stand on the foot railings of the treadmill. Find the clip attached to the key and slide the clip into your clothes belt. Then, delete the key to the theon. Check the clip carefully and take a few steps back until the key is pulled from the console. If the key is not removed from the console, adjust
the music video position as needed. Then, remove the key from the console. Plug in the power cord. See how to connect the power cord on page 8. Move the on/off switch to the power position. Locate the treadmill on/off switch next to the power cord. Move your on/off switch to the power position. Fully insert the key into the console. Stand
on the foot railings of the treadmill. Make sure that the clip is securely attached to the belt of your clothes. Then insert the key into the sole. After a moment, different monitors and indica columns on the console will be light. Enter your weight. Although you can use the console without entering your weight, the consulate will be displayed Spend
more depending on whether you're getting into your weight. To enter the weight, tap one of the Enter Weight buttons. The current weight design will appear in the Speed/Pace view. Click the Enter Weight buttons again to enter your weight. Four seconds after the buttons are pushed, the weight setting disappears from removal. Your weight will
be kept in memory. Enter your age, if necessary. Although you can use the console without understanding your age, a few things on our website may require you to understand your age (seep 20). To enter your age, click one of the Enter Age buttons. The current age setting appears in the Time/Laps view. Click the EnterAge buttons again to
enter your age. Four seconds after you click the buttons, the age setting disappears from view. Your age will then be kept in memory.654321CAUTION:Before turning on the console, read the following precautions.• Don't stand on your walking belt when power is turned on. • Always wear the clip (see the drawing below)when activating the
treadmill. • Adjust the speed on small capacitor to prevent jumps quickly.• The heartening sensor is not a medical device. Various factors, including the user's movement, may affect the accuracy of the heart rate. The heart rate sensor is only intended as an aid to determining heart rate charge in general.• To reduce the possibility of electric
shock, keep the console dry. Avoid spilling liquid on the brewing and place only a sealed water bottle in the water bottle holder. OnPositionClip If the speed or slope settings are too high or too low, you can manually override the settings at any time by clicking the Speed or Slope buttons on the console. However, when the next tweet is heard,
the speed and/or incline will change to the following CD or video program settings. To stop the walking belt at any time, press the Stop button on the console. The time/dis-fly laps will start flashing. To restart the program, click the Start Program button or the ▲▲ speed button. After a moment, the walking belt will begin to move at 1.0 km per
hour. When the next tweet is heard, speed and transport will change to the following CD or video program settings. You can also stop programming by clicking the Stop button from the CD or video player. After the CD or video program is complete, the feature belt stops and the Time/Laps display flashes. NOTE: To use a CD or other video
program, press the Stop button or remove the key and let us combine 1 on page 18.Note: If the speed or incline of the treadmill does not change when a tweet is heard:• Make sure the iFIT.com is highlighted and the Time/Laps display does not blink. If the time/laps display blinks, press the Start button or the Speed button ▲▲On Start• Adjust
the volume of the CD or VCR player. If the volume is too high or also The consoles won't recognize the program signals• Make sure the audio cable is properly connected, because it's fully connected, and it doesn't involve a power cord• If you're using the portable CD player and skip the CD, set up the CD player on the floor or on an extra flat
surface instead of the console. Make your progress with an LED track and monitors. See step 5 on page 11. Measure your heart rate, if you like. See step 6 on page 12. Step on the foot railings and make sure the treadmill is at 1%. The incline must be at 1% when the treadmill is uploaded to the storage octopus. Then, remove the key from



the convergence and put it in a secure location. NOTE: If the slings and sliders in the console remain illuminated after the key is removed, the console is in demo mode. Browse page 21 and turn off demo mode. When you're done using a treadmile, move the on/off switch next to the power cord to the power location and unplug the power
cord.765Page 61217Speed/Pace Display — This display shows the speed of your walking belt and your current speed (the rate is measured in minutes per mile). Every seven seconds, the display will change from one number to another. Note: The console is reasoned with speed and dis-tans in miles of oracleometers. To find the selected
unit of measurement, hold down the Stop button when you add the key to the console. E, for English emails, or M, for metric miles, will appear in speed/rate display. Press speed ▲▲to change the unit of measurement. When the learning unit you want is selected, remove the key and reinser it. Note: For simplicity, all instructions in this guide
refer to miles. To reset the monitors, click the Stop button, re-move the key, and then reinser the key. Measure your heart rate, if you like. To measure your heart rate, stand on your leg railings and place your hands on metal ties on the hand rail. Your hands must rest on the upper knots, and your people must bet on lower contacts - avoid
moving their hands. When your heart rate is detected, the HeartRate indicator will be golden, three hyphens (– –) will appear in heart rate/calorie dis-play, and then your heart rate will be displayed. To read the most accurate heart pulse, continue holding your contacts for about 15 seconds. When you're done practicing, stop the pause belt
and remove the key. Step on the foot railings, press the Stop button and set the slope of the treadmill to 1%. The incline must be at 1% when the treadmill is uploaded to the storage location or the treadmill will be ready. Then remove the key from the console and place it in a secure location. NOTE: If the monitors and slider on the console
remain illuminated after the key is removed, the console is in demo mode. Browse page 21 and turn off thedemo You have finished using the treadmreadmect, moving/turning off the power switch next to the power cord to the shutdown location, and disconnecting the power cord. How to use predefined programsConsert the entire key into the
console. See Getting started on page 10. Select one of the three predefined programs. When the key is added, the manual mode is selected and the manual mode will be placed. To isolate one of the predefined programs, repeatedly click the Select a program to P1, P2, or P3 indicator lights button. When you select a predefined plan, the
show displays a simpler profile of the pro-gram you selected. For example, the profile appears that the selected program intensity will be larger in the middle of the program and less during the beginning and end. The Time/Laps view will show how long the program will take. Click the Start Program button or the ▲▲Speed button to start the
program. Once the button is pressed, the tire mill will automatically adapt to the program's first quick and line settings. Hold the railing and start walking. 32176 Programming indicatorHow to connect your home STEREONote: If your stereo has a line-out outlet not a vacation, see Instruction A below. If a LINE OUT jack is used, see Instruction
B.A. Plug one end of the audio cable into the outlet on the front of the treadmill next to the power cord. Plug the other end of the cable into the included adapter. Connect the adaptive to the LINE OUT jack in yourstereo. B. Plug one end of the audio cable into an outlet on the front of the treadmill next to the power cord. Plug the other end of
the cable into the included adapter. Connect the adaptive to the RCA Y-adapter (available in electronics stores). Then, remove the wire that is currently connected to the LINE OUT jack in yourstereo and connect the wire to the non-rogue side of the YRCA adapter. Plug the RCA Y adapter into the LINE OUT jack on your stereo. How to
connect COMPUTERNote: If your computer has a 3.5 mm line jack, see Instruction A. If your computer only has an APHONES jack, see Instruction B.A. Plug one end of the audio cable into the treadmill front jack next to the power cord. Plug the other end of the cable into a LINE OUT jack on your computer.B. Plug one end of the audio cable
into the outlet at the front of the treadmill next to the power cord. Connect the other end of the cable to a 3.5 mm Y adapter (available in electronics stores). Plug the Y adapter into the phone jack on your computer. Connect the unders and speakers to the other side of the Y adapter. AudioCableRCAY-adaptorWire has been removed from the
Line Out JackBadaptorAudioB3.5mm Y-adaptorHeadphones/Speakers Page 71415How to create custom programsInsize the key fully into the console. See Getting started on page 10. Select one of the custom programs. When the key is added, the manual mode is selected and the manual mode will be placed. To isolate one Click the
Choose a program correctly button until you have learned 1 or learn 2 indicators. Press the Start Program button or the Speed button ▲▲to activate the walking belt. A moment after pressing the button, the walking belt will begin to move. Hold the railings and you'll be walking. Click the Record button and program the speed and prediling
settings you want. When you click the Record button, the sliders on the button are eased. Quick and slope settings can only be programmed when the slider is illuminated. NOTE: When the slider on a record button is highlighted, the Time/Laps view displays the elapsed time instead of the remaining time in the program. See the program to
disassmbly the program. Each custom program is divided into one-minute segments. Setting one tap and one setting within a line can be pro-gram for each seg-ment. The speed setting for the first section will be displayed in the currently starting column of the program view. (Slope settings are not displayed in the program view.) To program
the desired speed and inclination settings for the first separation, simply adjust the speed and inclination of the treadmill to the desired levels using the Speedand Incline buttons. Each time you press the Speed buttons, another indicator will light up or darken in the Current Section column. When the first section of the program is com-pleted,
the current speed setting and the current line setting will be stored in memory. Allcolumns in the program view then move one column to the left, and the speed setting for the second section is displayed in the sequin segment. Program speed and slope settings for the second section as we removed above. Repeat this procedure until you
have programmable quick and slope settings for as many sections as they want - custom programs can be from one to forty sections. To temporarily stop the program, click Stopbutton. All views will be suspended and time/Lapsdisplay will start flashing. To restart the program, click the Start Program button or the ▲▲ speed button. Click the
Stop button, remove the key, and reinser the key. After programming speed and bevels for as many sections as you want, click the Stop button, remove the key, and then reinser the key. The speed and slope settings you have programmed and the number of completed sections will be stored in memory. To use the asthma program, see How
to use custom programs on page 15. Step on the foot railings and make sure the treadmill is at 1%. The incline must be at 1% when the treadmill is uploaded to the storage octopus. Then, remove the key from the convergence and put it in a secure location. NOTE: If the slings and sliders in the console remain illuminated after the key is
removed, the console is in demo mode. Browse page 21 and turn off demo mode. When you're done using the treadm walker, On/off switch next to the power cord to the shutdown location and unplug the power cord.654321Indate a current amplibuer indicatorHow to use custom programsInsert the entire key into the console. See Getting
started on page 10. Select one of the custom programs. When the key is in serted, you will be manually selected and M-indicator willlight. To select one of the custom programs, repeatedly click the Select a program until L1 or L2 indica-tor lighting button. When a custom program is selected, the show displays a simpler profile of the pro-gram.
The Time/Laps view shows how long the program will take. Click the Start Program button or the ▲▲Speed button to start the program. Once the button is pressed, the tire mill will automatically adapt to the program's first quick and line settings. Hold the railing and start walking. Each program is divided into several factions of one minute.
The Time/Laps view shows both the remaining time in the program and the re-time in the current section. Sets one speed and sets one slope from programmed before each segment. The Setting of Shoot for the first section will be displayed in the col-umn flashing stream segment of the dis-play program. (Slope tings are not displayed in the
program view.) The speed settings for the next five sections will be displayed in the five colums on the right. With only three seconds left in the first seg-ment of the program, both the current faction and the column on the right will be blisted, shades of se-ries will be heard, and all speed settings will move one column to the left. The speed
setting for the second section will be displayed in the Current Section column, and the tire mill will automatically adjust to the speed and in-cline settings you previously programmed. The program will continue until the speed setting for the last section is displayed in the Current-Sector column and there is no time left in the Time/Laps view. The
walking belt will slow to a halt. NOTE: If the program is too light or too difficult, you can adjust the speed or slope setting for the current section by using the Speed or Slope buttons. Matches will not be stored in memory. To reprogram the speed or slope setting for the current seg-ment, click the Record button. The slider on the button will be
light. Quick and slope settings can only be programmed when the slider is illuminated. (Note: When the slider on a record button is illuminated, the Time/Laps view displays the elapsed time instead of the remaining time in the program.) Adjust the speed or slope setting for the current section with the Speed or Slope buttons. When the section
is complete, click the Record button again. A new setting will be stored in memory. To temporarily stop the program, click Stopbutton. All views will be suspended and time/Lapsdisplay will start flashing. To restart Start program button or speed +button. To end the program, click the Stop button, remove the key, and then reinser the key. Make
your progress with the monitors. See step 5 on page 11, measure your heart rate, if you like. See step 6 on page 12. Step on the foot railings and make sure the treadmill is at 1%. The incline must be at 1% when the treadmill is uploaded to the storage octopus. Then, remove the key from the convergence and put it in a secure location.
NOTE: If the slings and sliders in the console remain illuminated after the key is removed, the console is in demo mode. Browse page 21 and turn off demo mode. When you're done using the treadmly, move the on/off switch next to the power cord to the power location and unplug the power cord.654321Dece 8
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